so narrowly up, up, up, to come narrowly down, down, down—instead of
freely going in and out and comfortably round about among the beautiful
things to which their lives are related in horizontal lines on top of this
green earth. Why not spend the money on transporting them?
And is not this modern system of devising life on what we may call
skyscraper terms (the skyscraper may be laid down flatwise and its
occupants be not much better off) intended to reduce all but our mechan-
istic supervisors and the devisors who may live in pent houses or on the
top floors—or those who may secure the privileges of the upper stories, to
the ranks of the poor? Themselves the poor in spirit?
A free country and democratic in the sense that our forefathers intended
ours to be free, means individual freedom for each man on bis own
ground. And it means that for all, rich or poor alike, as the true basis of
opportunity. Or else Democracy is only another Yankee expedient to en-
slave man to the machine, and in a foolish way try to make him like it.
Why not, now that the means comes to hand, let his line of action be
horizontally extended: and give him the flat plane expanded parallel to
the earth, gripping all social structure to the ground! A true capitalist
system, apex in the air, broad base in the ground. This awakening sense
of interior space in the man as in the building and ways of life to match it
must break through to sunlight, sky, and air, or we will have a communist
factory hand instead of a democratic citizen of free initiative in a land of
opportunity for that worker. As for the cave? Our present idea of a build-
ing? It is ancient, vanishing with the walls how seen standing there as
feudal-masonry. When that idea vanishes only, then will the machine be
the natural conqueror of the drudgeries and demoralization of earth and
fit to use for the extension of the spirit of man.
THE NEW FREEDOM
Freedom? Yes, when the margin of human leisure and the culture of
every man who works may widen with bis work* And every man works
with jqj and self-respect in his work. The machine thus comprehended
and controlled would succeed for the man himself and the widening
margin of leisure be increasingly spent in a field or on the stream or in
*the public or private gardens or the wood and the wild so easily reached
now on great architectural reads.
There is spaciousness for all in Usonia. The great highway is becoming,
and rapidly, the horizontal line of a new Freedom extending from ocean
to ocean, tying woods, streams, mountains and plains and great and small
together, tapping an outflow from the overcrowded urban fields for the
better building of men in a better way. All human occupation thus
expanded will add intrinsic, beauty of feature to the truly noble nature-
environment into which our nation has been bom. Only thea will we be
justified in bringing children into the world. They will become the United
States (our Usonia) of tomorrow: each pair of expectant little feet born to
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